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Why choose
Strata Choice
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Family Business

 
As a family business, we uphold the ethos, personal touch, and independence that have defined our values since inception. Our care and service mirror this commitment.

Learn More
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Strong Professional Team

 
Our skilled strata managers bring years of experience, and our specialized finance and risk team ensures our customers receive unparalleled support.

Learn More
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Commitment to Innovation

 
Your representative is backed by superior systems, and our focused investment in tech makes 24/7 access to your information and reporting a breeze.

Learn More
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12 Meeting Locations

 
We offer 12 accessible meeting locations across Sydney, strategically placed to bring our comprehensive strata services closer to your convenience. Simply book your preferred spot.

Learn More
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Awards and Recognition

 
We stand as true market leaders in the Sydney strata space, solidified by a multitude of accolades that showcase our undeniable market dominance.

Learn More
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Yes, I'd like a quote for a superior Strata Management service


	REQUEST A QUOTE	

















We're Proud of
Our Portfolio
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							The Greenland Centre, CBD
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							The Pacific, Bondi
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							NBH at Lachlan’s Line, Macquarie Park
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							Leichhardt Green, Leichhardt
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							The Ramparts, Rozelle
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							Foundry-West End, Glebe
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							Concord Road, North Strathfield
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							The Hampton, Potts Point
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							Aero 247, Mascot
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							Luminary Apartments, Rockdale
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							Hunters Wharf, Breakfast Point
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What They Say
Customers Reviews




Lots of experience

Good communication, very organised and lots of experience.


C. MasonWollstonecraft, NSW





Best in the business

I have dealt with a number of Strata Choice staff as a member of a strata committee, for both my home and workplace. Some of the staff I have worked with are the best in this type of business. Dealing with a pleasant, experienced and knowledgeable team makes my life as a Committee member so much easier and a lot less stressful.


Belinda Ann BrooksForest Lodge, NSW





Goes above and beyond

In my opinion, the key asset in the continuing relationship with Strata Choice is our Strata Manager. He goes out of his way to do as much as he can to support me and the other members of the Strata Committee.


W. TarrSt. Leonards,NSW





When professionalism and knowledge meet.

Strata Choice is a company that prides itself on detailed and expert knowledge of the Strata management and the legislation that guide strata living. Their guidance and efficiency make for a calm and well managed strata plan that supports all residents and the elected committees of the strata plan. Since engaging Strata Choice for our building in Potts Point we have moved forward to more settled and a significantly higher level of management competence.


JeanPotts Point, NSW





Very professional!

Very professional easy to deal with have a good understanding of rules and good communication with owners.


Vincenzo CurraoCobbitty, NSW





Brilliant!

Always available and understanding. I have been with Strata Choice for quite a few years and always keep you in the loop. Super knowledgeable about everything to do with building maintenance, current legislation and appropriate bodies. Andre and his predecessors have been fantastic. Look forward to many more years!


LefPotts Point, NSW





They are the best

An excellent Strata Manager who is responsive, authoritative and supportive, and a great backup team servicing our financials. They are the best


Roderic Edward KeffordKirribilli, NSW





Outstanding expertise

The introduction of the portal so we can view minutes and other items is a huge plus. Also, the efficiency and expertise of our strata manager is outstanding. Helen and I cannot emphasise her tremendous support and advice.


R. GreenCremorne, NSW





Organised, professional, easy to work with

I have always had a good experience when dealing with the Strata Choice team. Responsive, professional, polite and informative.


Helen Samantha PriceRosebery, NSW
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Keep up to date
Subscribe to our Newsletter.
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Contact Details


GPO Box 5328
Sydney NSW 2001

 


info@stratachoice.com.au
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After Hours Emergency


(612) 8424 9797
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Quick Links
	Careers at Strata Choice
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Stay Connected!
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